
Learn How To Make A Confetti Bowl From A Balloon!
jumblejoy.com/learn-make-confetti-bowl-balloon

There have been countless times I come across a cute do-it-yourself project and think, there’s no way it’s that
easy! Thankfully, there are creative queens that make a living blogging about their crafting success and failures!

Julieta Celina of VJULIET is known for her fashion tips and do-it-yourself projects galore. Her latest challenge
featured a balloon, a little Mod Podge and whole lot of colorful confetti! Not only is the DIY confetti bowl a
complete success, she assures it’s just as fun to make.

The end result of this effortless project will add a vibrant pop of color to your end table or provide the perfect
bowl for snacks at your next party.

All you need to create your own balloon bowl is your choice of confetti, one balloon, Mod Podge, a sponge and
small vase.

First step is to inflate your balloon and insert it into the vase, simply so it’s easier to work with. Add Mod Podge to
the top half of the balloon with your sponge, then sprinkle confetti all over.

Let the Mod Podge dry and repeat. You will need to do this step multiple times to get the desired look. She
recommends six times to get a thick and sturdy coat. Then, let the balloon dry for 8-10 hours.
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Once the balloon is completely dry, pop the balloon with a small needle.
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Take the balloon out and you will have a colorful bowl made of purely confetti! You can either leave the irregular
edges or cut them for a straighter edge.
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You can’t go wrong with a craft that’s this easy and affordable!
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SHARE the love and pass it on! 
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